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Recommended items[ edit ] Starting items: Healing Salve allows Pudge to replenish his HP from enemy
harass, preventing him from being easily harassed out of lane. Tango heals Pudge so he can keep using Rot.
Clarity allows Pudge to restore his mana, particularly important as Meat Hook costs a significant amount of
mana and being able to cast it more than once in the laning stage allows him to be far more useful. Magic
Stick gives Pudge burst health and mana. In particular, the mana can allow him to use Meat Hook one more
time even if his mana pool is completely empty, which can score crucial kills in critical situations. It allows
Pudge to more easily move into position to cast his spells. Town Portal Scroll is important to have on Pudge at
all times. Being able to globally re-position around the map to react to enemy movements can give him many
more opportunities to gank lone enemies or cripple them in teamfights. Observer Ward gains vision on the
enemy, allowing him to position himself to hit them with Meat Hook. Sentry Ward helps take away enemy
vision, preventing them from spotting his approaches and dodging Meat Hook attemps. Magic Wand gives
Pudge additional attributes and increased charge storage. Both can greatly aid Pudge in granting him
survivability and allowing him to more easily cast spells, as a fully-charged Magic Wand can often be all that
he needs in order to pull off his full spell combo. Tranquil Boots are cheap, and give Pudge all the bonuses
that he needs. The improved movement speed grants increased map mobility and helps him to position for
casting Meat Hook from suitable angles. Soul Ring provides mana for Meat Hook, as well as easing
self-denying with Rot. Urn of Shadows provides strength for additional HP and base damage, and mana regen
to help maintain his mana pool. Charges can be easily acquired through successful ganks, and can be utilized
either to heal Pudge and his teammates after successful ganks, particularly to recoup the HP cost of Rot, or can
be targeted on enemies as an additional damage over time to increase the odds of success of future ganks.
Hood of Defiance grants magic resistance, reducing the amount of damage that Rot deals to Pudge, and extra
HP regen to further mitigate its HP cost. It greatly boosts the effectiveness of Flesh Heap, allowing Pudge to
easily shrug off magic nukes and make further use of the bonus strength. Aether Lens increases the size of his
mana pool, as well as providing mana regen. Spirit Vessel , upgraded from Urn of Shadows, grants Pudge
more health and movement speed. The active ability damages and counters enemy healing, taking down
targets easily in ganks. Bottle is crucial to purchase early on as a mid Pudge, as he is easy to harass and
requires HP and mana sustain. Blink Dagger allows Pudge to easily position himself for casting Meat Hook. It
should be considered a core item if farm permits. Blade Mail is a useful survivability item on Pudge. It boosts
his armor, giving him survivability against physical damage, and boosts his intelligence to give him more
mana for casting spells. The active allows Pudge to use his large HP pool offensively during ganks and
teamfights, discouraging enemies from casting counter-nukes against him. Ghost Scepter grants attributes and
protects Pudge from physical attacks. Drum of Endurance gives Pudge all-around attributes. In particular, the
extra intelligence aids with casting, while the aura boosts his movement speed to aid with positioning and
chasing. Echo Shell can be cast on allies to discourage enemies from targeting them with spells, or can be cast
on Pudge himself prior to Dismember to allow him to reflect enemy disables should they try to interrupt him.
The bonus armor and enemy attack speed reduction make Pudge much tankier, while the bonus intelligence
greatly improves his ability to cast spells over prolonged periods of time. The passive also allows him to
quickly regenerate HP between engagements, and allows him to ignore the HP cost of Rot. Smoke of Deceit
provides aids ganking with additional movement speed and invisibility. Gem of True Sight can be a wise
investment on Pudge depending on the enemy lineup. The active also lets Pudge shield himself while
channeling Dismember, reducing the odds of enemies hitting him with targeted disables. Crimson Guard is a
strong utility item that gives Pudge more teamfight contribution. His tanky nature means that he greatly
benefits from the damage block and bonus armor, while the bonus HP helps to make him even harder to kill.
The active gives damage block to his entire team, useful for increasing their survivability during a teamfight.
Guardian Greaves give Pudge increased survivability and teamfight utility. The heal and mana replenishment
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greatly aid Pudge and his allies in teamfights, and the aura tremendously improves survivability. The active
also removes debuffs from Pudge instantly, allowing him to contribute more effectively in teamfights. It gives
a great amount of intelligence and mana regen, ensuring that Pudge can cast his disables whenever needed.
The Hex allows him to instantly hard-disable an enemy at range, which makes them an easy victim for a
follow-up Dismember without needing to immediately expend Meat Hook.
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Instant Dead has 1 rating and 1 review. Timothy said: Another men's adventure series. This time a man, the top killer in
the mafia, tries to quit the mob.

Macbeth Essay To what extent is this a full and fair description of the two protagonists? The fiend is depicted
to mean that Lady Macbeth is a very evil and immoral person, capable of enchanting her victims into a false
sense of security. However, to say that he is butcher is not a fair description of him, as it does not represent his
properties of nobility, courage and honour that he had at first displayed. The description of Lady Macbeth as a
fiend is a more representable one. In the beginning, Macbeth is a powerful lord as Thane of Glamis with a
prospering life being lived with his wife, Lady Macbeth. He is a noble and valiant soldier, not a butcher and he
is quite capable of dying in battle to save his king. This property is one of his strongest, even supported by the
acknowledgment that he receives for it â€” his gaining of a new title as Thane of Cawdor. Following this
event, Lady Macbeth receives a letter from her husband, informing her of his new title as well as the witches
and their predictions. Although her blood may have been pure a time long ago, the Lady is not so now; she
immediately develops a plan for the murder of Duncan so that her husband can become the new king. Macbeth
may be able to slaughter his enemies on the battleground, but he shows great respect and kindness to his
friends and especially his king. Thou wouldst be great, Art not without ambition, but without the illness should
attend it. She seems to have hatred towards the fact that she is a woman. She believes that the traditional role
of the women as sensitive, caring and beautiful hold her back from what her mind is capable of doing, murder.
She wishes to be liberated from her skin, the pale, soft yet powerless barrier which holds her back from the
deeds she believes that must be done. Not only does she want her barriers removed, but she also wishes for an
end to her conscience and guilt; an end to her emotions and remorse. This is a combination which would then
allow her to become more of a butcher than Macbeth ever became. Throughout the whole play, the Lady gives
definition to the term fiend in countless and varied ways. Clearly no butcher would stop to contemplate his
actions before killing someone and a butcher would certainly not be able to stop themself, as butchery is an act
that is done senselessly and without thought. At this point in time, the Lady is seen to again exercise her
powers over her husband. One of these powers is her knowledge of his weaknesses, and she uses this
knowledge to finally change his constantly swaying opinion. Macbeth is told that he should be able to act as
he thinks and he is called a coward for not doing so. It is very unlikely the Macbeth has ever been called a
coward before and it is possible that this comment in itself would have the power to invoke Macbeth to do the
terrible deed, to prove to her that his courage is still strong. It is no human who says this but a person whom
fiend does little to describe; what mother would ever cause such harm to their baby, even if they had sworn to
do this? Macbeth is not a butcher, and the lady is not just a fiend. As can be seen, although the quote does
describe perhaps certain aspects of both their characters it is a very vague description and does not fully
portray their characteristics. Macbeth is a brave man, led to his downfall because of his weaknesses and the
unfortunate property of his wife to exploit them. A fiend is a more appropriate description of the Lady but it
still fails to capture the true essence of her character as an extremely disturbed and evil person. It would be fair
to say that the quote tries to summarise their characters in one short line but in the process makes them seem
less dramatic and less complex than they really are. You can order a custom essay on Macbeth now!
3: Hot Essays: Macbeth : "This dead butcher and his fiend-like queen".
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offers. Bucher is an agent for White Hat. For many years, the man known as The Butcher (because of his real last name
of Bucher and the fact that he wasn't afraid of a little blood).
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Jim Butcher Dead Beat, The Dresden Files 7, Hardcover 1st Edition 1st Print NF Hardcover Â· Jim Butcher out of 5 stars
- Jim Butcher Dead Beat, The Dresden Files 7, Hardcover 1st Edition 1st Print NF.
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Gillian the Dead Butcher Babe 21 replies 26 retweets likes. Reply. getting instant updates about what matters to you.
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Chapter 21 - Can't kill what's dead A pigeon with the voice of Edelgard began its report. A carrier pigeon, a magically
spawned species that played a large role in this world's information network.
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